RESPECT
at punk shows

BE AWARE of your words &
actions. Everyone should
have the right to feel
safe & welcome at a
show.

There's social justice
& anti-racism in punks,
and we want to keep it
that way.
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Respect
at punk shows

Text:
Text between sets, or excuse yourself. Don't play Tetris while a band is playing, real talk.
be aware of your surroundings

try not to: break shit, mosh people who don't wanna be moshed, kick anyone in the face.
please do: help people up if they fall, let a short person in front, have fun.

Oppression sucks - be aware of your words & actions. Everyone should have the right to feel safe & welcome at a show.

There's enough racism, sexism, queer-bashing, transphobia, elitism & other ostracizing behaviors in greater society. Don't bring that shit inside.